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Figure 3. Personnel from U.S. Naval Support Force Antarctica's
Terminal Operations department are charge with the safe and proper
disposal of hazardous materials from the continent. (Official U.S.
Navy photograph.)

Freeze 1989, Detachment McMurdo completed several note-
worthy projects. The station's largest finished structure, build-
ing 155, underwent a significant enlargement of the ship's
store, and personnel and finance office spaces were created.
The station library, laundry facility, gymnasium, and package
store were installed with new electrical wiring, as well as a
new heating system, plumbing, tile, a suspended ceiling, fire
sprinkler, and new walls. The pier cargo office received similar
improvements except new walls, a heating system, and fire
sprinkler. Additionally, a plumbing upgrade in the medical

building and new telephone wiring and carpeting in the per-
sonnel and finance building were completed.

In the area of electronic communications, a new computer
procedure allowed for a faster, more efficient means for elec-
tronically routing all messages and electronic mail to each de-
partment. The elimination of hard-copy messages proved a
considerable time-saving aspect.

During the winter-over season, the Naval Support Force
Antarctica Public Works Department monitors the thickness
of and constructs the annual ice runway in preparation for C-
141 landings during the special winter flight operations and
the start of the deployment flights in the summer.

Also in the winter, Public Works begins work on the annual
ice pier. The removal of the soil cap above the pier began on
8 March and was completed 25 March, a project involving all
members of the transportation division. Approximately 2,150
cubic yards of soil was removed. The ice pier was then re-
capped with 4 feet of ice for structural upgrade. The capped
surface is later protected and insulated with a layer of soil to
make the surface suitable for continuous heavy-vehicle oper-
ation during ship offload.

The pier, measuring roughly 95-by-75 meters, was re-capped
by eight to ten Public Works personnel at various points
throughout the process. The element of danger was always
present, since severe winter weather, fatigue, and the oper-
ation of heavy equipment on an uncertain ice surface were
constant factors.

Collectively, Naval Support Force Antarctica and its detach-
ments incorporate the services of a variety of international
government and private agencies to maintain a continuous
modern civilization in an otherwise untamed domain.
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Antarctica is the land of science, where research and explo-
ration are the focus of U.S. national policy. The mechanics by
which this policy is carried out rely almost entirely upon an
effective, responsive, and safe logistic support program.

Safety is the driving concern in all logistics operations. Avia-
tion, ship, and cargo operations are potentially dangerous in
any locale but particularly in an environment as harsh as Ant-
arctica. The hazards associated with whiteout conditions, fog,
hurricane-force winds, severe wind chill, and shifting ice floes
make weather support synonymous with safety support.

The ability to obtain accurate weather observation data, eval -
uate the present synoptic situation, and formulate an accurate
forecast is the mission of the weather office. The forecast is
crucial to the success of the logistics mission and to the safety

of all concerned. Data from manned camps, from automated,
unmanned weather stations and from remote sensing satellites
is the lifeline of the weather office. The quality of the forecast
depends upon the accuracy and timeliness of all available in-
formation. (See figure 1.)

Antarctica is largely devoid of data-gathering facilities. There
are presently 34 manned antarctic stations and 29 automatic
weather stations which routinely report weather in an area
approximately the size of the United States and Mexico. Eleven
of the manned stations are located on the Palmer Peninsula
thus making the available data somewhat clustered and not
well dispersed. (See figure 2.)

Reports from manned stations and camps are transmitted
off the continent via the host country's communication net-
work. A few stations which routinely experience good high-
frequency communications with one another will exchange
data directly. Once the data reaches the host country, it is
directed into the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
communication network and made available to the remainder
of the antarctic community. In this manner, data is freely ex-
changed, usually within a reasonably short period of time.

The U.S. Antarctic Program's all-Navy weather staff uses a
unique polar-orbiting satellite system developed specifically
for Operation Deep Freeze by the Scripps Institute in La Jolla,
California. Four times daily, satellite images are relayed from
McMurdo to the Antarctic Research Center at Scripps for re-
cording in their archives.
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Figure 1. Upper-air research is a large component of the daily op-
erations of the McMurdo Station weather office. Flight plans and
scientific studies depend upon the accuracy and timeliness of such
research. (Official U.S. Navy photograph.)

Figure 2. A U.S. Navy aerographer's mate records air pressure
readings from a plotted chart of the continent. (Official U.S. Navy
photograph.)

As the satellite passes over different areas of the continent,
it locates one area commonly seen on all views of each pass.
The satellite then extracts that geographical piece and displays
it on a monitor. By using a series of photos taken at different

Figure 3. The U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker Polar Star, shown here
docked at the McMurdo Station ice wharf, is the sister ship of the
Polar Sea, which is supported by the U.S. Antarctic Program during
the 1988-1989 austral summer. (NSF photograph by Ann Haw-
thorn.)

points in the satellite's course, a film look, or flicker, of that
area can be developed, allowing us to animate the motions of
cloud patterns over that area.

With the exception of data from Palmer Station, all weather
observations from the United States Antarctic Program re-
porting stations are forwarded to McMurdo Station. These
reports are rebroadcast via high-frequency teletype to Christ-
church, New Zealand, where they are then inserted into the
New Zealand meteorological data circuit. From Christchurch
the data is sent to Wellington, New Zealand, put into the
World Meteorological Organization data stream and made
available to all potential users.

Weather forecasting, particularly in Antarctica, is an oper-
ational science. At present, very little is known about the dy-
namics of the weather phenomena which influence our logistics
operations. The high-latitude forecaster is constantly searching
for more data, new pieces of information which will help ex-
plain the development and movement of weather systems.
Effective, responsive communication is the key to ensuring all
sources of data are available to the forecaster. Without access
to all of the data presently available, the forecaster-scientist
cannot hope to contribute to the understanding of high-lati-
tude meteorology. (See figure 3.)
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